
1.What is gentle...ID She insisted on helping…Christmas 1.

1.What is gentle...ID She insisted on helping…Christmas 1.

16.What Good is a letter...OIAM Poker. I love poker…HG 16.

8. Don't wait for the pain…LWY Go away & hurry…Masterpiece 8.

8. Don't wait for the pain…LWY Go away & hurry…Masterpiece 8.

9.There's only One Person...TRLT I like you. Don't blow it…Soulmates 9.

5.You gotta hand all that…HG You never know when Gramma…TTSL 5.

5.You gotta hand all that…HG You never know when Gramma…TTSL 5.

12.Oh me of little faith…OIAM 0 0 Never thought I'd need to be serviced…12.

4.Perfect love casts…Christmas Too hard to sing when…LWY 4.

4.Perfect love casts…Christmas Too hard to sing when…LWY 4.

13.Once you know how strong…Future Too cold for me…FPWL 13.

6.There are no small miracles…TTSL Nothing says I love you…HaaF 6.

6.There are no small miracles…TTSL Nothing says I love you…HaaF 6.

11.And remember tears may…FTH Fancy language, like Greek…OIAM 11.

3.It's about being taught…TBT Voicemail. I abhor voicemail. TBT 3.

3.It's about being taught…TBT Voicemail. I abhor voicemail. TBT 3.

14.One must never regret…OIAM 0 0 You said you wanted a salad…TWIMC 14.

7.Forgiveness is doing…FPWL Rampant hysteria running all over…OIAM 7.

7.Forgiveness is doing…FPWL Rampant hysteria running all over…OIAM 7.

10.Once we face the things…FPWL 0 0 Somebody named Providence…TB 10.

2.I don't pray to change…LWY Gonna need some proof of life…OIAM 2.

2.I don't pray to change…LWY Gonna need some proof of life…OIAM 2.

15.A girl can accomplish…ID Had my apartment fumigated…Something Good 15.

1.I went out and bought…FPWL Oliver's Divine Delivery Theory…LWY 1.

1.I went out and bought…FPWL Oliver's Divine Delivery Theory…LWY 1.

16.And look it's handmade…FTH Go home, relax, putter…FTH 16.

8.Oh Norman if you ever leave…LWY I need…serious chocolate…HG 8.

8.Oh Norman if you ever leave…LWY I need…serious chocolate…HG 8.

9.Thank you for saving my life…LWY The few, the proud, the postal…Pilot/ID 9.

5.There is nothing crazy about…TB Luck is the religion of the lazy…Pilot/LWY 5.

5.There is nothing crazy about…TB Luck is the religion of the lazy…Pilot/LWY 5.

12.Norman that's impossible…FTH 0 0 Poinsettias have no fragrance…Christmas 12.

0

4.I have no plans to leave…TBT 0 With God and the US Postal Service…TBT 4.

4.I have no plans to leave…TBT 0 With God and the US Postal Service…TBT 4.

13.We could, but then I'd have to…HG 0 0 Stupid thing! What the Sam Hill…TBT 13.

6.I only dance with you…OIAM/HA You never have enough money…TBT 6.

6.I only dance with you…OIAM/HA You never have enough money…TBT 6.

11.You can't start a marriage…TRLT Was that a feeling or a fortune…DoN 11.

3.I don't think I'll make you as…HG Coincidence is the middle name…Pilot 3.

3.I don't think I'll make you as…HG Coincidence is the middle name…Pilot 3.

14.He sees the world the same…HA 0 0 There's been too much leaving…LWY 14.

7.I want to walk over to you…TBT So you mean, you're competitive…HG 7.

7.I want to walk over to you…TBT So you mean, you're competitive…HG 7.

10.I just felt safe with her…FPWL 0 0 I see you…stop it…OIAM 10.

2.Tell her you have a boyfriend…TRLT 0 What a family…ID 2.

2.Tell her you have a boyfriend…TRLT What a family…ID 2.

15.There's a vast difference between…OIAM You take good care of that little…Christmas 15.
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